The research reveals the significant existence of supply chain perception gaps at all three levels as defined, which could be the root-causes to underperformed supply chain.
Introduction
Over the last two decades, supply chain integration (SCI) has become increasingly important across all industrial sectors [1] . However, delivering and sustaining it in a real-world supply chain turns out to be a serious management challenge [2, 3] . Integration across the supply chain has also been seen as the driver towards better performance and a source of competitive advantage [4] [5] [6] [7] . Nevertheless, increased supply chain complexity, market dynamics, and technological disruptiveness have made it a challenging endeavour [8] .
One of the major impediments in SCI is the perception gap -predominantly the underlying differences of views and expectations between supplier and buyer towards key performance criteria. Perception gap is not immediately visible and has not been measured so far in the literature. Perception gap exists where different parties see the world differently [9] . In the context of supply chain management (SCM), it often results in and is commonly exhibited as the expectations differences. It represents the differences of tacit knowledge between different people or groups of people on the same object. The persistent presence of the perception gaps can severely undermine the business relationships and the products/services delivery standards of a supply chain. Since perception gaps between supplier(s) and buyer(s) are often the root cause to many problems, they must be made explicitly visible and subject to the management scrutiny [10] .
The fundamental research problem therefore can be identified as follows: We know a notional and plausible existence of perception gaps arising within a supply chain, but do not necessarily know the precise degree of severity of its existence, nor are we clear about the different types of the gaps. Furthermore, not knowing precisely the where-about of its existence has made it impossible for supply chain managers to take effective measures to mitigate the potential negative impacts of the perception gap. This becomes a legitimate problem because perception gap self-evidently relates to supply chain performance and especially the level of cohesiveness and integration. Performance measurement is an essential concept in SCM, and is used not only for supplier evaluation, but also for supplier selection 3 [11] [12] [13] [14] . However, there does not exist a research that frames and measures the perception gap regarding the importance of the various performance criteria.
Perception gap and its behaviour are not new concepts, but their implications with regards to understanding the supply chain relationships and SCI have not been thoroughly explored [15, 16] . Even strategic information exchange, which is much simpler than SCI, can enhance supply chain performance [17] . Communication of perception gaps should be part of strategic information exchange, and one would expect better supply chain performance when perception gaps are eliminated. Slack et al. [9] identified the operational principle that "unsatisfactory supplier relationships can be caused by requirements and fulfilment perception gaps". The main model describing the differing perceptions across the dyadic supply chain, as described by Slack et al. [9] , is illustrated in Figure 1 . Perceptions can play not only a direct, but also an indirect role on the performance of the supply chains, through the attitudes and actions that the managers take based on their perceptions. Ho et al. [18] illustrate this phenomenon for the case of SCM system adoption in enterprises.
It might seem that the model can be applied to all the dyadic links in a supply chain, with specific focus on the requirements perception gaps and the fulfilment perception gaps. Yet, fundamental research questions (RQ) still remain to be answered: RQ1. Could significant levels of perception gaps exist in supply chains? RQ2. Would it be helpful to identify them theoretically with a model, in order to reveal the root causes of the problems in SCM?
RQ3. Could the understanding and the measurement of the perception gaps provide guidance to the strategic supply chain performance improvement? (Slack et al., 2009) 
Fig. 1 Supplier perception gaps
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In this paper, we carry out thorough statistical hypothesis testing using real-world case data, for addressing research question RQ1. Yet, before that, we present an extensive exploratory discussion, engaging relevant body of literatures, to propose a conceptual framework that integrates the supply chain perception gaps into the 3-Level Gaps Model, which in effect addresses RQ2. RQ3 will be left for a more extrapolated discussion at the end of the paper. Part of RQ3 is meant to be provocative and may not be fully answered, and thus may have to be left for future research.
The key objective of this paper, therefore, is to ascertain the significance of perception gaps from a SCM perspective and to develop a conceptual model. The developed model will frame the three types of perception gaps and their relevance in the context of improving SCI.
The novelty of the paper is mainly in theory. Yet, there is also a rigorous and methodological statistical analysis to test the novel theory. Since the novel theoretical model of 3-Level Perception Gaps has not been offered in literature before, the analysis approach, including the mathematical formalism, the selection of the statistical procedures, and the presentation of the statistical results, is also novel.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents a literature review on supply chain relationships, integration and provides theoretical background on perception and expectation. Section 3 introduces the 3-Level Gaps Model and its hypotheses. Section 4 explains how the data were collected and how the statistical methods were employed for the data analysis regarding a major Motor-Insurer company. Section 5 presents further analysis, results, and the managerial implications. Finally, Section 6 summarizes the key conclusions and outlines further work.
Literature review
The purpose of the literature review here is to establish the relevance of the concept of perception gaps and the highly concerned SCM issues including relationships, integration, and performance. This will then lead to a better understanding of why it is necessary to have a framework of perception gaps before any of those issues can be addressed more effectively.
Furthermore, the review also shows a gap in the literature where the topic could be more extensively discussed in the context of SCM.
Starting with the issue of SCI, over the last few decades the importance of supply relationships has been discussed extensively amongst the academics and practitioners alike.
Those discussions have led to converged findings on the critical success factors for developing an appropriate portfolio of supply relationships [19] [20] [21] . More in-depth explorations were also seen to be carried out on the interaction of those factors [22] [23] [24] [25] . Somewhat conclusively, those researches have all pointed out the significant implication of people's anticipation and expectation to the effectiveness of SCI. The issues of perception gaps between the suppliers and buyer as a negative factor has been highlighted in some of the mentioned studies, but only implicitly.
The nature of the buyer-supplier relationship plays a pivotal role in SCI. Some researchers [26, 27] further underpin the strategic decision-making role of relationship in SCI in terms of supply chain design and configuration. Other researchers discuss the critical role that supply relations played in obtaining competitive advantage in today's fast changing business environment [28, 29] .
As a broad development trend, it can be observed that over the years, the main focus of relationship management has shifted away from predominantly discrete transaction-based exchanges towards continuous relationship-based exchanges [30, 31] . This trend was also seen to be alongside with the shift from operational to process-oriented SCI. However, buyersupplier relationship development is not the ultimate objective for SCI. It is only the means to achieve better SCI and better supply chain performance. Lee [32] suggests three primary dimensions of SCI: organisational relationship linkages, information integration, and coordination & resource sharing. Handfield and Nicols [33] define the three principal elements of SCI as relationship management, information systems, and management of material flows.
Van Donk and van der Vaart [34] also propose similar concepts of SCI. Thus, relationship management delivers the implementation-end of SCI, whilst SCI is the extent that organisations are integrated with their supply chain [35] . To this end, it is safe to observe that the issues of perception gaps in the context of SCM are deeply intertwined in the concept and practice of SCI and supply chain relationship management.
Given the increasing trend of global supply chain competition, integration is regarded as one of the key prerequisites for sustained supply chain success [36, 37] . The underlying concept of SCI originated from a system perspective, in which the optimised whole will always have more value-adding than any sub-systems. SCI can be characterised by cooperation, collaboration, information sharing, trust, partnerships, joint new product introduction, process alignment, as well as other traits [38] . Benefits and advantages of integration have long been demonstrated via its impact on supply chain performance [39, 40, 41, 42] . It is therefore also logical to make extrapolated causal links from perception gaps to supply chain performances, although how significant this causal link might be is a very much a research agenda. Thus understanding perception gaps is important due to its potential impact on supply chain performance.
Customer behaviour theories (including relationship marketing, personalized marketing, customer retention) consistently state that buyer's psychological factors, such as individual perception, expectation, motivation, attitude, and belief play pivotal role in determining the 6 level of satisfaction, preferences and the associated consequential behaviours such as purchasing decisions and loyalty [43, 44] . Customer behaviour theories also stipulate that understanding and cultivating the right customer expectation is the centre piece for achieving customer satisfaction and effective supply chain intermediation [45, 46, 47] . One can understand that the buyer's perception is based on its evaluation of the product or service received. When perceived performances are lower than expectations, it is a sign of poor service or product quality by the suppliers; and the reverse indicates good quality and service standard. The perception or the perceived quality is an overall judgment on the supplied products or services [48, 49, 50] . However, prior to their service experience, buyers create expectations against which the supplier's performance is evaluated [51] . Consequently, the images of perception involves the subjective responses of people and are therefore highly likely inconsistent with the reality or with each other [52] . All these observations from the literature serve as the empirical evidences of the undeniable existence of "perception gaps"
and their implications to SCI.
Customer perceptions and expectations are central to supply relationship. Studies by Oliver & DeSarbo [53] and Andreassen [54] found a theoretical support for the effects of perception on the customer satisfaction or dissatisfaction. They stated that the perceptionbased expectations cause an assimilation effect, while discrepancy between perception and reality results in a contrast effect. According to the assimilation theory, people tend to respond according to their expectations because they are reluctant to admit wide discrepancies [55] .
Our literature review clearly shows that some limited theories on perception gaps may have already been documented. Yet, studies in how do they affect the SCM and supply chain performance remain scarce. This vacuum in the literature is one of the main motivations for the research.
Three-Level Gaps Model
Based on the literature review in the field of perception gaps and the general knowledge of SCM, we take a view that the perception gaps in the supply chain can occur at three different levels. At each level the perception gaps are formed from very different factors and can have very different managerial implications. To theorize the perception gaps and their managerial implications, we frame and propose a conceptual model-"3-Level Gaps Model" as shown in Figure 2 . The model illustrates the positions and the inter-relations of all possible perception gaps at the three levels between any two tiers of a supply chain. The model as a conceived idea will only be accepted methodologically as a meaningful contribution to the body of knowledge if it is tested and verified using appropriate methods. Thus, as a research approach, we propose three hypotheses regarding each of the specific perception gaps, and 7 then apply the appropriate statistical methods to test them. The data collection described in Section 4 and data analysis in Section 5 are intended to show that the perception gaps not only do exist at all three different levels in the Motor-Insurer's supply chain case, but also with a convincing statistical significance. Logically and structurally there are three levels in the supply chain, where the perceptions can be compared: between two companies of the two adjacent tiers; between companies within the same (supplier or buyer) tier; between individual people within any firm of the supply chain.
The Level-1 gaps are the perception differences between the two adjacent tiers of a supply chain, and reflect the gaps between the suppliers and buyer's perceptions as a collective view of the organisation on the performance criteria (or fulfilment standards).
Level-1 gaps therefore represent the major impediment to SCI, which is the original motivation for Slack's model [9] . Level-1 perception gaps often imply the need for organizational level communication, openness in sharing information across supply chain (between organisations) [56] , closer alliances in setting strategic goals [57] , supplier development [58] , and defining market positioning. Furthermore, Level-1 gaps may also suggest the need for coordination mechanisms, such as the appropriate design of the 8 contracts between the buyer and supplier [59, 60] or coordinated inventory planning [61] , which can significantly increase supply chain performance. The Level-2 gaps are the perception variations, also with a collective view of organisation, but between the different suppliers (or buyers) within the same tier. These variations reflect the unique business nature of specific suppliers and how they might factorin to the understanding of the performance objectives for the buyer. Level-2 gaps analysis often implies that there is a need to manage and coordinate with different types of suppliers in a customized way in order to achieve consistent performance across the supply base. "Onesize fit all" approach to different suppliers could be the cause of the Level-2 perception gaps. 
Table 1 The 3-Level Gaps Model and its implications
Levels Where Descriptions Implications Remedies
Level - The above model has hopefully advanced our understanding of the perception gaps beyond the scope covered by the current literatures. The quantitative measures of these gaps can be observed through proper data collection and data analysis. The result can be used separately to guide the specific management effort in different levels, which hopefully may harmonize the understanding of performance objectives and consequently help managing the resources to tackle the areas that are most in need. Looking across the three different levels together, the comparison of the measures can reveal a pattern of "gaps profile". This profile offers a brief overview and can be used to guide the managers to tackle the most needed levels in terms of "action economy". In conjunction with the diagramming model shown in Figure 2 above, a summary of the 3-Level Gaps Model can also be given in Table 1 with more emphasis on their managerial implications and remedies.
In order to argue the validity of the above model, one must first verify the significance of the existence of the three gaps, not just their existence, which may be taken as obvious.
Secondly, it must also show that the model is theoretically acceptable in terms of the independence between the gaps at the three levels, and consequently each of them may impact upon entirely different aspects of the supply chain measures.
In answering the RQ2, it becomes evident that the above model described in Table 1 is theoretically helpful in identifying the three independent perception gaps embedded in a supply chain, because it helps to map out each perception gap with the problems often encountered in SCM. This model, thus, can serve as look-up table for managers to identify the possible root causes of the problem. Knowing full well that the problems listed in the model may have more-than-one causes, it is arguable that the model does give managers a clear guidance for streamlining the problems to their different categories of perception gaps as an additional theoretical dimension to already existed ones. It can also be argued that each of the causal linkages mapped out in the model between the perception gap and the possible problems it caused is not necessarily counterintuitive as such, but putting them together symmetrically as a framework does elevate our understanding at a higher theoretical level. 
Verifying the model
Survey and data collection
Working with the senior management team of the Motor-Insurer, we identified a group of eight key suppliers plus the buyer (the Motor-Insurer itself) as the respondent-base. The suppliers are coded as Supplier 1,…,8 to mask their real identity. The services and products provided by the suppliers are listed in Table 2 . These suppliers were selected based on the highest relevance and appropriateness for the research questions: following a Pareto pattern [62] , their size and relationship to the buyer made them the crucial first tier suppliers.
Our key contacts at the eight suppliers and the buyer were asked to instruct their staff at all levels of the organisation to complete a simple on-line questionnaire. Altogether 120 participants from the eight suppliers and 87 respondents from the buyer were identified and they all dutifully responded to the questionnaire. The respondents are coded as illustrated in Figure 3 . All the participants were asked to identify their role in the company being one of the front line staff, team leaders, managers, senior managers or others. The purpose for this stratification was to allow for in-depth investigation into the connections between the roles they play internally and the views they behold.
11 were developed through the synthesis of the five performance objectives (quality, speed, dependability, flexibility and cost) identified by Slack et al. [9] and the model of Service
Excellence by Johnston & Clark [63] , which identified four factors of service (deliver the promise, deal with problems and queries, provide a personal touch and go the extra mile).
Since it is not the main interest of this paper to determine how appropriate this set of supplier performance criteria is, we will not extend the discussion of the criteria in this paper.
Understandably, the content coverage of these performance criteria may have the effect on the performance management, but will not affect the methodological validity for testing the hypotheses.
The correctness of the data has been systematically achieved based on the taxonomy of dirty data by [64] . The supplier names, the buyer name, and the names of the respondents in each company have been masked with unique identifying codes. When needed, the codes can be tracked back to their originals through lookup tables. 
Mathematical formalism
In this section, we introduce a mathematical notation to represent the collected data and analysed results. This notation is essential for the succinct calculations used in the summary tables, and for easy communication of the statistical analysis. The notation consists of the sets, parameters, and functions. The vectors and matrices in the summary tables are then expressed in terms of this notation. Table 3 presents the titles for the vectors/matrices presented throughout the paper and in the Appendix..
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We also define the following: 
Sets
Statistical analysis
Summary statistics computed for the data include the average, standard deviation (stdev) and coefficient of variation (stdev/mean) for the subsamples. Sample average is an estimate of the population mean, which is a measure of central tendency in data. While standard deviation and coefficient of variation (CV) are both the measures of variability (spread) in data, the latter is a more reliable measure, since it scales the variability with respect the magnitude of the central value (average). applied for comparing differences among three or more samples if all followed normal distribution [65] ; however, the conditions for the application of this test were not satisfied in the study.
Results and implications
Survey and data collection
One of the goals of this paper is to identify whether perception gap exists with respect to the importance of SC performance criteria. Table 4 presents the averages of the weights for each performance criterion ('A' through 'H') for each supplier, as perceived the suppliers. Table 5 presents the same averages as perceived by the buyer. The differences in value suggest the existence of perception gaps, and that will have to be investigated and tested through appropriate statistical tools. 
Level-1 gaps
The first sets of statistical tests are aimed at revealing the Level-1 gaps between two neighbouring supply chain tiers. These gaps are revealed through the identification of statistically significant differences in the means of the weight values. To this end, the parametric t-test and the nonparametric Mann-Whitney test have been applied for measuring the significance of the differences between the means of two random samples: The weight values of the supplier and the buyer, regarding each (supplier, buyer) pair. The selection of the appropriate test on each mean of the weight value depends on the normality of the samples' distribution, and the process of the selection is documented in Appendix B. Table 6 presents the p-values (whose lower values denote higher statistical significance) for the Level-1 gaps for each (supplier, criterion) pair. The statistically significant differences for p0=0.10 are shown in bold.
Having observed the existence of the Level-1 gaps for "supplier-criterion" pairs, the next question is whether the gaps for at least some of the criteria are statistically significant enough. To this end, Wilcoxon test and sign test were applied to compare the means of two paired samples: the average weight values of the supplier (Average1) against that of the buyer (Average11) for each criterion. The selection of the appropriate test methods again depends on the normality of the samples, and this information is given in Appendix B. Although this research is based on the case of supplier-buyer perception gaps, studies show strong evidence of similar cases between suppliers and consumers [16, 66] . Hence, a conjectural implication would be that the Level-1 perception gap not only models the supplier-buyer integration but also the supply chain-consumer integration. In other words, understanding the perceptions gaps throughout the supply chain not only helps the better integration of within the supply chain but also beyond the supply chain to consumerintegration; the impact of the perception gaps is as critical to the buyer-supplier as to the supply chain-consumer. Nevertheless, the actions to narrow down the perception gaps may have to be very different due to the difference of purchasing behaviour differences.
Level-2 gaps
This type of gap is within a supply chain tier. As in the Level-1 gaps, the parametric t-test and the nonparametric Mann-Whitney test have been applied for measuring the significance of the differences between the means of two random samples. This time, however, the samples were the weight values of two suppliers, which (without loss of generality) we will refer to as First-Supplier and Second-Supplier for each criterion. Table 8 presents a summary of the statistical significance of the Level-2 gaps, and the full When the number of gaps are observed for each criterion (the bottom row in Table 8) , criteria E, G, and H have the highest values, suggesting that significant gaps exist among an overwhelming percentage of the supplier pairs for these criteria. The selection of the appropriate test depends on the normality of the samples, and the process is documented in Table 15 of the Appendix. The results for Level-2 gaps also suggest that the gaps within the supplier tier is largely independent to that of the Level-1 as shown in criteria E and G, as opposed to B and D for Level-1.
Supplier Pair A B C D E F G H Count of T 1-2 T T T F T T T T 7 1-3 T T T F T T F T
Level-3 gaps
The Level-3 gaps are within a supplier or buyer. Tables 9 displays the These matrices Average 7 and Average 17 in Tables 9 and 10 suggest that coefficient of variability are not uniform. The highest CV on the supplier side (Table 8) The next analysis is to establish the positioning of the individual respondents with respect to each other, and to identify the subgroups of consistent respondents. For this purpose, hierarchical clustering and multi-dimensional scaling methods from the machine learning discipline [67] have been employed. The resulting analysis gives us the clue to what can be done to close the Level-3 perception gap, and to achieve consistency throughout the company. These results are provided in the Appendices E, F, and G.
Findings and discussion
As has started above, close range research of the perception gaps and their impact on SCI is a rich, sophisticated and penetrating exploration of epistemological issues concerning the deep rooted causes of many management shortfalls. Thus, it pushes one step further towards making some fundamental claims regarding to academic understanding of roles of perception gaps in SCM and empirical guidance to deliver some tangible benefits.
Academic implications
Learned from the above analysis and results, we are now in a lot more confident position to address the research questions set forth in Section 1.
For the RQ1, statistical analysis of the survey data reveals the statistical significance of perception gaps between the collective views of supplier-buyer pairs and supplier-supplier pairs, as well as within groups of individual respondents. Thus the answer becomes clearly straightforward that the perceptions gaps do exist at all three levels at a significant level in a supply chain. The consequence of dissatisfaction from both buyers and customers, or even the complete broken down supply chain intermediation function can now be approached from a perception gaps' perspective.
For the RQ2, as a conceptual framework discussed in Table 1 , the 3-Level Gaps Model can be helpful in identifying not only the sources but also the locations of the perception gaps.
The statistical data analysis and hypotheses testing have demonstrated the independence of the three types of perception gaps, thus verified the category validity of the model. This shows that the gap profile against defined measures can vary from one level to another.
Theoretically, each perception gap at a specific level has now been related to a corresponding supply chain problem. The model basically defined the three categorised sources of perception gaps and mapped them to their corresponding SCM problems, namely: Level-1 gaps are linked to buyer supplier coordination; Level-2 gaps are linked to the rationalisation within a single supply base -achieving consistency and harmony in between suppliers horizontally; Level-3 gaps links to the participating organisation's internal congruence and communication effectiveness. In a reverse direction, the model provided guidance from problems to the possible root causes arising from perception gaps. In short, the answer to RQ2 is that the model developed in this research is helpful to identify the types of perception gaps in order to track down the root causes of SCM problems, albeit they may not be the only root causes.
For RQ3, as discussed in Section 1, part of RQ3 is meant to be provocative and may not be fully answered. Surely a better understanding of the perception gaps will aid the supply chain strategic decision making in the context of improving SCM to achieve better performances. In fact the hidden question could be "has the developed model provided any such better understanding?". To answer this, there are three positive arguments we can draw.
First, the data analysis shows a significant level of the perception gaps in existence, providing a new quantitative understanding on the severity of the perception gaps. Second, moving from a terminology to a defined framework revealing all the relevant perception gaps and their locations of existence in a supply chain structure; this development provides a new understanding in terms of their portfolio and embedding structure in a supply chain. Third, the model enables a possible causal relation from the perception gaps to some of the SCM problems, adding a new understanding of its managerial relevance and implication of the issue. Hence, the answer is that the model will help supply chain performance improvement.
In another words, the model is theoretically helpful in categorising and streamlining the performance delivery "mechanisms".
Supply chain performances can only be delivered, measured and improved through a specific "mechanism". The Level-1 pair of supplier-buyer is one of the mechanisms that deliver the "supplier performance" in the eyes of the buyer. The Level-2 is the mechanism that delivers the supplier base capabilities, including reliable standard and potential synergy of the supply network. Toyota's Keiretsu system is precisely the mechanism that delivers such performance. Level-3 is the mechanism that embodies the performance capability at the 
Managerial implications
Not to overstate any promising practical benefits, we believe a further research may be required to investigate explicitly the impact of perception gaps on the supply chain performances. But for now, some practical implications may still be plausible.
 First practical implication is that it puts new measures into the supply chain's health- 
Conclusions
Overall, the research reviewed the literature on the perception gaps in the context of SCM. 
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The study has industrial implications and applications. Immediate likely users of the model are companies involved in the multiple-supplier single-buyer supply chain relationship. Such companies, knowing for sure that there can be a significant gap along the supply chain regarding the importance of different performance criteria, can take the precautions and establish the communication needed to eliminate the perception gaps. This also calls for a methodological testing of the existence of significant perception gaps, which is also described in this paper. Our paper also describes the sources and remedies for the perception gaps at the three different levels, which serves as a reference for all supply chain practitioners in industry. This type of a recipe, framed according to the levels at which the perception gaps occur, is provided for the first time in the literature.
Further research could involve the mapping of inter-connections of the perception gaps with many operational factors, in order to understand their influence on the supply chain relationship and supply chain performances. It is the authors' planned next research to look into the perception gaps and their direct impact on supply chain performances by using statistical techniques on the text data gathered in the survey. Figure 7 , where the point (respondent) pairs that behave similarly (closes to each other) are linked by lines. In Figure 7 , the colors of the points denote the roles of the respondents within that company. It shows that the Senior Managers are closer to each other, whereas the Front Line Staff is more dispersed in opinions.
Appendix A. Standard deviations of the weight values
The above analysis may have given us the clue to what can be done to close the Level-3 perception gap, and to achieve consistency throughout the company. One possible solution can be to first match the consistent individuals with each other to enable them to understand why they behave similarly, and then group them with the subgroups and individuals farthest from them. This way, the reasons for the largest gaps can be revealed through group meetings, and consistency can be improved. 
